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PREPARATION OF POLISHED THIN SECTIONS

Gtovrn C. MonBreNo, Department of Mineral Sciences,

Smithsonian Institution, W ashington, D'C'

AnsrpLcr

INrnotucrroN

Apo l i shed th insec t i on i smuchmoreuse fu l t hanas tanda rd th insec -
tion or polished section. A single section can be examined in both re-

flected light and transmitted light and used for electron microprobe

studies.
This discussion will deal with the preparation of polished thin sections

of stony meteorites, minerals and rocks.

CurrrNc rnn SPBcrlrBN

one inch square.
IupnncNAtroN

I Chemical and Engineering Co., Inc., 221 Brooke St', Media' Pa' 19063'
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POLISHED THIN SECTIONS 2O7I

This impregnation medium has given excellent results on very friable
materials, such as carbonaceous chondrites and decomposed granite. rt
also has a favorable index of refraction of 1.55.

MouwrrNc

The side of the specimen which is to be cemented to the glass is ground
to an optically flat surface, using a water slurry of 600 aluminum oxide
on a 850 rpm 12" cast-iron lap.

The specimen is then placed on a 200oF hot plate ground side up, with
the glass slide numbered side down. After 30 minutes, equal portions of
Araldite AY105 and Hardner 935F are mixed in a small aruminum dish

plastic.

SawrNc enl GnrNorNc

For reduction in thickness and conservation of materiar an rngram
Model 103 thin section cut-off sawl is used to saw the specimen to a
thickness of 0.020 inches. The slice removed can be ."...rr.d for future

thickness of 40 microns has been reached. The slide is now ready for the
next  gr inding step.

Iurther grinding is done by hand, first on a g50 rpm horizontal lap
using a slurry of 600 aluminum oxide and water. The slide is held with
one hand, while the aluminum oxide-water slurry is applied sparingly
and evenly to the rotating lap with the other hand. wtrdnlne sluiry that
has been applied to the lap reaches a semi-dry condition (a few seconds),
grinding is started with light pressure. After 15-20 seconds the slide is

I Ingram Laboratories, Griffin, Ga.
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Frc. 1. During the polishing operation the thin section is best held in plastic holders as

shown in the above sketches: itop) for standard petrographic sections; (bottom) for cir-

cular microprobe sections. A drop of water is placed between the slide and the holder to

hold the slide in place.

rinsed with clear water and examined under a polarizing microscope to

check its thickness. This step must be repeated unLil the desired thick-

ness is obtained.
The Iast step in the grinding process is done on a glass plate with a

water slurry of 1500 aluminum oxide. The hand grinding step provides

excellent control over final thickness. Standard thickness is 30 microns,

but thickness down to 10 microns can be obtained by exercising extreme

care, and after considerable skill has been acquired. Another advantage

of the hand grinding is that plucking is almost entirely eliminated.
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Por,rsurNc

Most meteorite and rock specimens contain both opaque and non_
opaque minerals. Because the polishing characteristics of opaques differ
from nonopaques, special polishing media and techniques aie needed for
each.

The first step in the polishing operation is designed to rough polish the
opaques; the second step is to polish the nonopaques. If both types of
minerals are found in a specimen, then both steps are needed. The third
step removes the pits and ultra-fine scratches. This step is used to pre-
pare both opaques and non-opaques as well as specimens containing a
mixture of the two types of minerals.

The first step is to provide a rough polish for opaques. For this AB
Texmetl lap cloth impregnated with three micron diamond abrasive is
used. The lap is lubricated with a one to one mixture of Buehlerr 4o-g140
mineral spirits and 40-8142 polishing oil. Appry enough of the lubricant
to give the cloth a slightly damp appearance. Since the lubricant does not
evaporate, one application should last several days. rn this step the lap
should turn at 600 rpm. The specimen is praced on the lap and moved in
a circular direction opposite to the rotation of the lap. using moderate
pressure on the specimen, polish for approximately 1f minutes, then ro-
tate the specimen 180o and polish for an additional 1$ minutes. The ob-
jective of this step is to remove the fairly coarse pits and scratches.

After completing each step the specimen should be carefuily creaned
with water and liquid soap using a soft (camel's hair) brush. rf the speci-
men is partly soluble in water, clean it with alcohol.

use light pressure and move the specimen in a circular motion oppo-
site to the direction of rotation of the lap. After two to three minutes
rotate the specimen 180o and continue polishing for another two to three
rninutes. rf the specimen begins to grab during any part of this step, stop
polishing and add more water. periodic inspection under a microscope
equipped with vertical illumination will indicate whether most of the

1 Adolf Buehler,Inc.,2120 Greenwood St., Evanston, Ill.
2 Geoscience Instrument Corp., 110 Beekman St., N. U., N. y. 1003g
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scratches and pits have been removed. when this condition is reached,

wash the specimen and go on to step three.

For final polishing AB Microcloth3 and Linde Type 0.058 High Purity

Alumina Abrasive are used. In contrast with steps one and two, the

wheel should turn slowly (163 rpm) . As in step two, prepare a l ight slurry

on the turning lap using water or alcohol and the abrasive' After applying

the slurry use a laboratory wiping cloth to remove most of the abrasive

solution. During the final polish the lap should be almost dry. This condi-

tion provides good polishing characteristics while minimizing relief . After

applyi"g the specimen to the lap with the specimen holder' move the

rp".iro.t slowly in a circle (1-1.5 seconds per revolution) opposite the

di rect ion of  rotat ion of  the lap '  Do th is  15 t imes;  rotate the specimen

180o and repeat. For most specimens this wil l provide satisfactory polish.

If objectionable pits or scratches remain, repeat the process'

After achieving a satisfactory polish the specimen should be carefully

washed with soap and water (or alcohol) and then cleaned in a sonic

cleaner, f irst with warm soapy water (or alcohol) and then clear water.

It is then carefully dried.
As with most techniques and skil ls, the most important ingredient for

mastery is experience. There are, however, some basic principles that

should be remembered. The objective of a high polish is to produce a

surface in which random refraction of light due to surface irregularities is

minimized. In general the finer the polish the better the resolution. There

is another factor which should be kept in mind. A long polishing opera-

in the section. Another point to remember in removing pits is that some

pits may be natural. New pits appearing after the polishing action has

removed some of the sur-face of the specimen, or old pits enlarging, prob-

ably results from a natural pit and should not be removed'

AcrNowr,nlcnl,lnNt

The author is indebtecl to the follolving persons for much encouragement and technical

assistance:Mrs. P. R Brenner, Dr' K. Fredriksson and Mr' D J Ortner'

3 Adolf Buehler ,Inc., 2120 Greenwood St., Evanston, Ill '


